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Notes from the Chair
At the 196th AGM in June Sir John Holman was
inaugurated as the next YPS President. We look
forward to working with him, particularly as we
plan for the YPS Bicentenary, now only four years
away. After the AGM Dr Peter Hogarth gave us “A
treasure not to be sacrificed”, taking us on a walk
around the Museum Gardens from our seats in the
hall, and sharing some of the research which is
being shaped into the book written by himself and
Professor Ewan Anderson. More about this overleaf
but I would just like to point out that there is still
time to order ‘“The most fortunate situation” – the
story of York’s Museum Gardens’ at the prepublication price of £20. See the website or pick up
a leaflet in the Lodge. Thank you to everyone who
has already given their support to the project in this
way.
The first half of the 2018 lecture programme has
been completed including an illuminating joint
lecture with the IET (North Yorkshire) on
“Engineering the Future” given by Dr Naomi Climer,

the national past President of the IET. We were also
delighted to host The Yorkshire Gardens Trust
lecture on “Humphry Repton and his Yorkshire
Commissions” to mark the Repton bicentenary and
the launch of their new Humphry Repton publication. Once again we offered a lecture for the
“Festival of Ideas” and Dr Alison Macintosh
provided us with an excellent insight into her work
on “Bones – imaging prehistoric and modern
women”. Our final lecture in July looked at “Deadly
Clouds and Volcanic Flows”, most appropriately in
the Tempest Anderson Hall, as his work is relevant
to the archive research being undertaken by
contemporary geologists. A copy of the lecture
programme for autumn 2018 is enclosed with this
newsletter.
The British Science Festival, organised by the
British Science Association, is taking place in Hull in
September. As we are the affiliate branch for North
and East Yorkshire, YPS members are encouraged
to visit the festival which offers a wide range of
talks, demonstrations and other activities. Further
details follow on page 4.

With this Newsletter

Lecture Programme Autumn 2018
Mammals, Dinosaurs and Sea Dragons of the
Jurassic, 3 Nov
 The Streets of York: Four Centuries of Change,
12 Nov
 Annual Dinner, 14 Nov
 Visit to Harewood House, 4 Dec



If anything is missing contact Frances Chambers at
the Lodge, 01904 656713, email: info@ypsyork.org
LARGE PRINT COPIES OF THE NEWSLETTER ARE
AVAILABLE FROM THE LODGE
Registered Charity No. 529709

We are also hosting with the Yorkshire Geological
Society an afternoon geology meeting on Saturday
3rd November and there are further details on page
4 of this newsletter and on our website. This is a
follow up to the successful symposium held on 19th
May. Thank you to volunteers from both the
Geology and Activities Groups who have provided
members with many absorbing events.
The Society’s Annual Dinner will be held on
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Wednesday 14th November at the York Hilton,
opposite Clifford’s Tower, when we are delighted
to announce our guest speaker will be our new
President, Professor Sir John Holman, who will join
us with his wife Wendy. We do hope many of you
will be able to share with us this enjoyable evening
in good company.

“The most fortunate situation” – the
story of York’s Museum Gardens

The result of many years of research by the authors
Dr Peter Hogarth and Professor Ewan Anderson,
this copiously illustrated volume is now ready for
printing.
The Society is immensely grateful to both authors
for the painstaking research and eloquent writing
that forms the core of the book. The planned
launch date is November 6th when donors and
supporters of the book will be invited to celebrate
this publishing milestone and collect their copies.
The many researchers and supporters who have
helped to bring the book to publication are too
numerous to be listed here but their names do
appear in the acknowledgments in the book.
However, I must also thank members of the Project
Team who undertook a lot of work on behalf of
YPS, as the publishers. In particular we are grateful
to the many hours of work undertaken by Beth
Shurter, Margaret Leonard, and Rod Leonard.
We plan to have pre-ordered copies of the book
available for collection from the Lodge from 7th
November onwards.
My thanks again to everyone who has supported
this YPS Bicentenary project.

Professor Jim Matthew
It was with great sadness that we learnt of the
death on 27th July of Professor Jim Matthew, VicePresident. There will be tributes to Jim in the next
newsletter, with a full obituary to follow in the
Annual Report. As well as being an eminent
physicist Jim was an inspiring Chair and President
of the Society who was keen that everyone should
have the opportunity to learn about science. Jim
joined the society in 1968 and he provided us with
many exciting lectures, both his own and from the
eminent colleagues he recruited. We will all miss
his thoughtful support and gentle humour. We
send our sincere condolences to Jean and family.

Mediale Festival
27th September to 6th October
Mediale is a new international media art festival.
Through incorporating technologies in their works
artists will demonstrate what art is and can be, when
brought together with technology and media. York is
the first, and only, UNESCO Creative City of Media Arts
in the UK.
On 2nd October in the Tempest Anderson Hall we will
host Choreographer Alexander Whitley in conversation.
His work “8 Minutes”, a unique collaboration with
scientists from the Science & Technologies Facilities
Council’s Rutherford Appleton Laboratory in Oxfordshire, is being performed for the Festival in York
Theatre Royal, while the Guildhall is the venue for his
“Strange Stranger”, an interactive artwork exploring the
“data shadow”, the information we leave behind as we
move through the digital world. Our event on the 2nd
will be ticketed, with booking on Eventbrite or at The
Lodge.
On 3rd October Cafe Scientifique will host Sharon Reid
from Symbolism Studios, which use Virtual Reality,
Augmented Reality, and other technologies to explore
interactive storytelling. Tickets will be available from
City Screen in the usual way.
As part of the Festival York Art Gallery will premiere a
landmark exhibition “Strata-Rock-Dust-Stars” prior to
an international tour. This takes its inspiration from
William Smith’s ground-breaking geological map
Delineating Strata, which identified the layers of the
Earth and transformed the way in which the world was
understood. Meanwhile, in the Artist’s Garden, behind
the Art Gallery, “The Pollanarium” will invite us to step
inside the domain of the bumble bee in a family friendly
experience.
For full details of the Mediale programme, see:
https://yorkmediale.com/events/

Normans in the North
Tuesday November 13th 2018
“The material culture of the Norman conquest of the
North” - a lecture by Dr Aleksandra McClain,
University of York
Starting at the usual time of 7.30pm this is the third and
final joint lecture in this “Normans in the North” series
with the Centre for Medieval Studies at The University of
York. We will be issuing tickets for YPS members with a
limited number for the general public. These will be
available at lectures in October or from the YPS Office.
Handling Session
Twenty-five places are available for a pre-lecture
handling session to look at some of the relevant artefacts
with Yorkshire Museum curators. This will take place at
6.15pm and pre-booking with the YPS office is essential.

Catherine Brophy, Chair
Registered Charity No. 529709
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Café Scientifique
York Cafe Scientifique is organised by YPS and held on
the first Wednesday of each month, February to July and
September to December. Our venue is City Screen
Basement, Coney Street, York. All events are free and
include a presentation on a key area of scientific or
technological research, followed by audience discussion.
The new season begins on Wednesday 5th September at
7.30pm when Nicola Farthing, from the University of
York, will talk on “Don’t go with the flow: 3D microscopy
to explore the world of bacteria on surfaces”.
Details of future sessions can be found on the Autumn
Lecture Programme.

From the YPS Activities Group
The group has been very active, organising many
interesting events. These included a four-day Study Tour
of Scottish Gardens, and day trips to Thorp Perrow and
Mount Grace Priory, Creswell caves and the Harley
Gallery, and Farnley Hall, with its wonderful collection of
Turners, while our enthusiastic Geology Group
organised a number of activities described elsewhere.
By the time you get this newsletter, we will have had
further geological events, and an evening visit to the
Mansion House, replacing the one cancelled due to snow
– that seems a distant memory! We will also have visited
an archaeological dig at Hanging Grimston, where
member Trevor Pearson will demonstrate some of the
modern techniques now in use. We are looking forward
to the Shropshire Study Tour, 26th to 30th September. If
you’re interested in this, there may still be a few places
available, but please get in touch quickly.

will be available to help your concentration.
information on page 4.

More

Mince Pie event 11th Dec This is our annual reception
held after the last lecture before Christmas. Tickets,
price £4, will be available on the night, and will include a
glass of sparkling wine, or a soft drink.
You should find booking forms for the following:“The Streets of York” 12th Nov An exhibition of artwork
and photographic images in aid of charity.
Annual Dinner 14th Nov
this at the Hilton hotel.

Sharon Lusty has arranged

Christmas at Harewood 4th Dec Manuela Sowter is
arranging a Christmas Afternoon Tea at Harewood
House, including a conducted tour of their collection of
Chippendale furniture.
2019 plans
We are beginning to think of these, and a number of
ideas are under consideration. Christine Biglin is
planning a visit to the Bar Convent in late January or
early February, and there will probably be a multi-day
tour of Norfolk in the Spring. Anyone with ideas for
activities which they are prepared to help organise is
welcome to bring them to our next meeting on 17 th
September.
Margaret Leonard, Activities Group

Annual Dinner
Wednesday 14th November
The YPS Annual Dinner (formerly the President's
Evening) will be held on Wednesday 14 th November at
the Hilton York Hotel, near Clifford's Tower. This is the
same venue as last year, when reactions on the evening
and since suggest it was a popular choice.
Our guest speaker this year will be our new President,
Professor Sir John Holman. We will be delighted to use
this semi-formal but always very friendly occasion to
welcome Sir John to the Society.
Your invitation is enclosed in this mailing and we do
hope you will be able to join us.
Sharon Lusty, Organiser

Enjoying the sunshine at Dryburgh Abbey in the Scottish Borders
Photo: Barbara Boize

More events for your diary
The following two do not require booking forms:Nuffield Reception 16th Oct This annual event takes place
before the lecture, and gives an opportunity to view
posters prepared by local sixth-formers describing their
science-based work experience over the Summer and to
see them rewarded with certificates and our own
Science Prize in memory of John Hampshire. There is no
charge for this event so do come along and support the
scientists of the future. A glass of wine or a soft drink
Registered Charity No. 529709

Members explore Mount Grace Priory Photo: Tony Stanfield
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From the YPS Geology Group.
 Look out for the BSA festival in Hull,

September. See details on this page.

11 th-14th

 Hull Science Festival and Yorkshire Fossil Festival,

Hull. 15th and 16th September
Science Festival organised by Mark Lorch,
University of Hull http://scifest.hull.ac.uk/
Fossil Festival organised by Liam Herringshaw,
University of Hull
http://fossilhub.org/yorkshire-fossil-festival-2018/

 3rd November. Joint YPS, Yorkshire Geological

Society Meeting, Yorkshire Museum on recent
developments and fossil discoveries on the
Yorkshire Jurassic Coast. Further details in the next
column.
 The new “Geology in the Gardens” trail leaflet can

now be downloaded from the website or picked up
in The Lodge.
 Notes on the presentations made at the ‘Uncovering
the Yorkshire Jurassic’ Symposium at the Yorkshire
Museum on 19th May 2018 will appear on the YPS
website shortly.
Paul Thornley, Geology Group

John and Anne Phillips Prize
In July we awarded the 2018 John and Anne Phillips
prize to two geology students from Hull University.
The examiner assessed Becky Hopkins and Jack
Johnson with equal marks for their final year
mapping project and a small display of their work
was shown in the Yorkshire Museum entrance. Becky
carried out her fieldwork in North Wales examining
the relationship between glacial landforms and
geology in Cwm Idwal and Gylderau. Jack Johnson
went to the Scottish Inner Hebrides to carry out
fieldwork on understanding the geological history of
the Isle of Kerrera.

Nuffield Partnership Award and YPS
Science Prize, 16th October
On October 16th we will be inviting members to join
us before the lecture to meet sixth formers who will
be displaying posters explaining the research work
they have undertaken with scientists, during the
summer holidays, for the Nuffield Partnership
Awards. There will be an opportunity for individual
discussion with the students and during the evening
we will be presenting one of them with the second
YPS Science Prize, once again thanks to the generous
gift from John Hampshire, as well as BSA Gold Crest
Award certificates to all the participants.
The reception will take place from 6.15 pm to 7 pm, in
the museum atrium. At 7 pm members will be invited
to move through into the hall for the presentations.
Please note that members arriving for the lecture
after 7pm will be invited to remain in the atrium until
the presentation finishes. They will have the
opportunity to view the posters, which will still be on
display, and folding seats will be available.
Registered Charity No. 529709

British Science Festival 2018, 11th to
14th September at the University of Hull
The British Science Festival, Europe’s longest standing
science festival, will travel to Hull & the Humber this
September! The Festival is the British Science
Association’s flagship event each year and comes to Hull
as a follow up to last year’s City of Culture. As a
neighbouring branch, covering East Yorkshire, we are
offering our support to the new Hull branch of the BSA
and members are encouraged to attend some of the over a
hundred talks, debates, performances and activities on
offer. The programme is now online and brochures will be
available from the YPS office.
https://www.britishsciencefestival.org/whats-on/

Jurassic Afternoon Meeting,
3rd November, 1pm to 4.20pm
The Yorkshire Philosophical Society and The Yorkshire
Geological Society present a free half-day indoor meeting
of lectures on
“Mammals, Dinosaurs and Sea Dragons of the
Jurassic: recent developments in vertebrate
palaeontology”
on Saturday November 3rd (1pm to 4.30pm) in the
Tempest Anderson Hall.
This will provide an overview of current cutting-edge
research for amateur geologists and the general public as
well as a professional and academic audience. Details of
the speakers will be announced shortly, but already
confirmed are Mike Benton (University of Bristol) who
will present “The Carnian Pluvial Episode and the origin
of the dinosaurs” and Elsa Panciroli (University of Bristol)
speaking on “Jurassic Mammals”.
The meeting is a further support to the new “Yorkshire’s
Jurassic World” exhibition at the Yorkshire Museum.
Free to YPS and YGS members showing their membership
card and to the general public with free ticket
on Eventbrite.

Towards 2022: Kirkdale Cave
Project
YPS members are invited to volunteer with
the Yorkshire Museum Curators in a project
beginning in 2019 to lay the groundwork for
the future display of some of the approximately 200 objects the Museum holds from
the Kirkdale cave. These objects, mostly
bones, teeth and cave earth, are the founding
collection of the Yorkshire Museum and have
a hugely important place within the history of
science. Volunteers have the choice of three
projects:
packaging and documentation;
photography; or research. The projects are
mostly for a 3-month period of a day or half a
day a week. A more detailed information
sheet is available from the YPS office.
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YPS Website Passwords
In order to be compliant with the new data protection
regulations (GDPR) we have undertaken an audit of the
YPS website. One result is that information on the
website is now available without members having to log
in with their user ID and password. The website is being
updated and edited at present. Only select parts of the
annual report are online and we will continue to send
this as a printed publication to all members.

DIARY
YPS Lectures are held on Tuesdays, unless otherwise
stated, at 7.30pm in the Tempest Anderson Hall and
are free to members. Non-members are welcome to
attend and are invited to make a voluntary
contribution.
Café Scientifique presentations are held on the first
Wednesday of each month, meeting at 7 for 7.30pm
in the City Screen Basement Bar, Coney St. YO1 9QL.
Tickets are free and can be pre-booked by phone or
online with City Screen (tel 0871-9025726).

Spring colour at Thorp Perrow Arboretum Photo: Tony Stanfield

Tues 6th November Book launch: ‘“The most fortunate
situation” – the story of York’s Museum Gardens’
by invitation only
Wed 7th November onwards
Pre-ordered copies of book available for collection from
The Lodge
Wed 7th November, 7.30pm – Café Scientifique
When is a Gene really a Gene? … or how to unify the
Language of Science
Dr Allyson Lister, Knowledge
Engineer, University of Oxford

YPS Get-togethers are held at The Star Inn the City,
access from Museum Street or Judy Dench Walk.

Mon 12th November, 12.30pm
“The Streets of York” exhibition viewing
See flyer enclosed

Wed 5th September, 7.30pm – Café Scientifique
Don't go with the flow: 3D microscopy to explore the
world of bacteria on surfaces
Nicola Farthing, University of York

Tue 13th November, 6.15pm
“Normans in the North” Handling Session
Admission by ticket only - see details on page 2

Tue 18th September, 7.30pm – YPS Lecture
Network Rail Structures Asset Management
Christopher Heap FICE, Network Rail
Wed 26th to Sun 30th September Tour to Shropshire
Tue 2nd October, 7.30pm - YPS Lecture
Alexander Whitley, Choreographer, in Conversation
An event for York Mediale Festival
NB This lecture will be ticketed – please see page 2
Wed 3rd October, 7.30pm – Café Scientifique
Sharon Reid from Symbolism Studios
A presentation for York Mediale Festival
Tue 9th October, 2.30pm – YPS Get Together
Tue 16th October, 6.15pm Nuffield Reception
Poster display & presentation of YPS Science Prize
See page 4
Tue 16th October, 7.30pm - YPS Lecture
The Railway, telling the story of the development of the
humble rail Mark Calvert, Chair of ICE Yorkshire &
Humber
Tue 30th October, 7.30pm - YPS Lecture
Face Perception: from recognising friends to checking
passports Professor Mike Burton, University of York
Sat 3rd November, 1.00 to 4.30pm “Mammals,
Dinosaurs and Sea Dragons of the Jurassic: recent
developments in vertebrate palaeontology”
See page 4 and flyer enclosed
Registered Charity No. 529709

Tue 13th November, 7.30pm - YPS Lecture
Joint lecture with the Centre for Medieval Studies,
University of York, for the “Normans in the North”
programme
The Material Culture of the Norman Conquest of the North
Dr Aleksandra McClain, University of York
NB This lecture will be ticketed – please see page 2
Wed 14th November, 6.30pm Annual Dinner
See flyer enclosed
Wed 21st November, 2.30pm – YPS Get Together
Tue 27th November, 7.30pm - YPS Lecture
Presentation of the Charles Wellbeloved and Herman
Ramm Awards followed by: Galapagos: Archaeology and
the Global Challenge of Marine Plastics
Professor John Schofield, University of York
Tues 4th December Visit to Harewood House
Thomas Chippendale tour and Christmas afternoon tea
See flyer enclosed
Wed 5th December, 7.30pm – Café Scientifique
Details to be confirmed
Tues 11th December, 7.30pm - YPS Lecture
For one night only – engineering the business of show
business Peter Wheatcroft, Commercial Sound Engineer
and AV Specialist
Tues 11th December, 8.30pm
YPS Mince Pie Reception
Tickets £4; available on the night
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